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I am a professional  translator skilled in accurately conveying the meaning and nuance of content from the
source language to the target language. Seeking opportunities to offer a comprehensive range of
translation services tailored to meet diverse client needs. I have the  knowledge to tailor my translation
approach to the specific requirements of each project and i am committed to delivering high quality work.

Professional Summary

adamsjibola@gmail.com 

+498145816208 Atos company Tecnology Service Bezons France

123 Anywhere St., Any City

Content Planning: Developing content strategies
tailored to the french markets, including SEO
optimization and keyword research.
Content Creation: Producing high-quality written
content in both languages, aligning with marketing
objectives, and ensuring consistency in brand
messaging.
Audience Engagement: Monitoring and analyzing
audience engagement data, making data-driven
decisions to enhance content effectiveness.

English

French

Dutch

Professional Translator and Creative Writer

Legal Translation

Graphic design

Proofreading

Editing

Content writing

Website translation

Medical translation

Contract translation

French Language Translator and Editorial Content
Writer (McSweeney’s Publishing House

Translation Excellence: Expertly translating novels,
essays, and articles from French to English while
preserving the nuances, style, and cultural context of the
original text.
Content Enhancement: Collaborating with authors to
refine their works, ensuring linguistic and grammatical
accuracy, and making editorial suggestions to enhance
readability.
Cultural Sensitivity: Deep understanding of French
literature and culture to provide insightful perspectives
on the content.

London Metropolitan University
Bachelor of Arts (BA), BA(Hons) in Translation
2011-2015

Master of Arts (MA), linguistic 
2016-2018

University of Roehampton 

JOSEPH

Gannett  Media Company  Tysons, Virginia United State

Translation and Subtitling: Precisely translating and
creating subtitles for audio and video content, including
news broadcasts, documentaries, and entertainment
shows, from English to French.
Quality Assurance: Ensuring linguistic accuracy, timing,
and synchronization of subtitles to provide a seamless
viewing experience for French audiences.
Collaboration: Working closely with content producers,
editors, and video production teams to maintain
consistency in language and style across all media
platforms

CONTACT

https://www.mcsweeneys.net/

